
 The Power of One
How having one trusted service partner 
can drive IT transformation for your business

WHITE PAPER

This document is based on research gathered from multiple studies conducted by IDC and sponsored by Dell. Most of the findings 
come from a white paper, “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022. IDC’s research for the white paper was derived from a survey study of 510 IT decision-makers and 
influencers from medium- to large-sized companies in the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, India and Australia.  
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New research from IDC  
shows that outsourcing 
multiple PC-related services 
with one trusted partner 
generates benefits.1 
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Executive summary

What a difference a few years can make. The past three years 
sparked a rapid shift toward remote and hybrid-first work models. 
Consequently, the pressure is on for IT organizations to support 
employees who are working and collaborating both in the office 
and remotely– which means finding the best ways to manage 
this new environment. 

As they rethink how to deploy and optimize their IT resources, 
many forward-looking companies are turning to outside vendors 
for assistance.

I use three words all the time — scalable, agile, nimble — and all three 
of those words apply in this scenario. We can scale big or small, we can 
be agile in how we do it, and we can be nimble. From the time the box 
shows up on campus to being used on a desk or in somebody’s hands, 
that time is now about two business days. In the old days, it was a week 
to 10 days.”

– Survey Respondent

Lower IT costs

Increased overall 
employee satisfaction

Greater IT productivity

Better customer 
outcomes

Improved IT employee 
experience

1 Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022.
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IDC’s 2021 “Future of Work Survey”  unearthed 
IT’s biggest challenges in supporting remote and 
hybrid workers: 

In its 2022 study, IDC found that the vast majority of respondents purchase the following 
services from external providers: 

Supporting the transformation of IT

Continual IT transformation is important for any 
business aiming to thrive, grow and innovate. It’s 
even more crucial in the new era of remote and 
hybrid work. 

Every IT transformation journey is unique

Organizations that feel they understand their business 
best may be inclined to rely on internal resources for 
implementation. This may not be a viable option, however, 
without a corresponding increase in support resources and 
prerequisite skills. 

Many day-to-day tasks of IT involve servicing and supporting 
client devices. These hands-on, time-consuming tasks often 
can be transitioned to trusted service partners. Doing so 
allows businesses to replace traditional IT operations with 
modern tools and technologies, such as cloud-based programs 
that work proactively behind the scenes to keep systems 
updated and secure. This approach also frees up time for IT 
personnel to focus on more strategic efforts.

Ongoing system operations 
Call management and handling, physical break/
fix and system management — all of which 
may be covered in a managed support contract. 

Application configuration and installation 
Departmental applications and user-specific 
applications. 

Project management  
Pre-deployment readiness assessment, 
scheduling and planning, shipping and logistics, 
and documentation. 

42%

37%

35%

34%

32%

18%

15%

14%

IT support

Secure remote access data,applictions and content

Visibility into IT assets (performance/security)

Technology consistency to employees across 
remote and on-site

Internet connectivity

Digital employee experiance

Support for personal 
devices

Unified endpoint 
management

Source: “Future of Work Survey,” IDC, March 2021.

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. #US48941022, April 2022.

Physical/remote deployment 
Physical device deployment and setup, 
including unpacking of PCs and monitors 
along with asset tagging. 

Asset recovery and disposal 
Proper handling and disposal of equipment 
at end of life.

Imaging 
Preparing and installing images (e.g., drivers, 
operating systems, security and common 
applications) at factory or on site.

73.3% 58.7%

68.4% 57.3%

63.8% 57.1%



Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT 
Services,” IDC Doc. #US48941022, April 2022.

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT 
Services,” IDC Doc. #US48941022, April 2022.
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Organizations purchasing multiple PC  
life-cycle services are much more satisfied 
with their IT departments 

IDC wanted to zero in on the impact of relying on 
one vendor for end-to-end PC lifecycle services. 
Among other things, IDC saw that organizations that 
purchase numerous services from one vendor are 
much more satisfied with their IT departments:

According to IDC, businesses purchasing 
more services value the benefit of having 
one supplier for those services

2

2

# of services purchased

# of services purchased

Physical/remote 
deployment

To leverage benefits of 
acquiring from one source

Application configuration 
and installation

To get better experience 
w/ device

Ongoing system 
operations

Imaging

Project management

Asset recovery 
and disposal

3

3

4-5

4-5

6+

6+

Purchasing multiple services… increases user 
productivity because you don’t want users 
waiting six hours for something to be fixed.”

– Survey Respondent

78%

78%

86%

86%

88%

88%

91%

91%

69%

69%

88%

88%

89%

89%

92%

92%

79% 86% 85% 89%

76% 86% 86% 88%

73% 84% 84% 90%

80% 80% 81% 90%



$187 $136

$70 $79 $5

$7Multiple providers

53% Savings ($176 per PC)

Lost user 
productivity costs

$330

$154

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022.

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022.

IT staff User productivity Net revenue loss
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The impact of a single-source partner 

Through its new research, IDC identified numerous benefits of purchasing hardware 
and PC lifecycle services from one vendor. Let’s take a look at the key takeaways. 

Cost savings

Partnering with a single vendor 
significantly boosts productivity. More 
frequent technology refreshes backed 
by more responsive support means 
employees can get help faster and 
stay focused on their work.

Productivity gains, in turn, have a major 
impact on the bottom line. IDC found 
that businesses save 53% in annual 
costs or as much as $176 per year 
per device.

29% 70%

16% 30%

Faster initial PC 
deployment

Less time spent dealing 
with help desk

Fewer deployment 
problems

Less unplanned 
downtime



$36

IT staff costs Lost user productivity 
costs

Revenue lost from 
downtime

$216

$160

$46

$136 $112

$43

$86
$100

$50

$81

$34

2 services 3 services 4-5 services 6 services

According to IDC’s 2021 “Dell Custom 
Survey, Understanding Value,”  the 
number of services purchased is 
directly related to the cost savings 
realized. Among the standout results a 
reduction in IT staff costs from $216 per 
PC (two services) to $50 (six services).

As these findings from the 
“Understanding Value” survey show, 
businesses with six services from 
a single vendor saved $48 more per 
server (32%) than organizations with 
two services.

Project management Physical/remote deployment Imaging

Application configuration 
and installation

Ongoing system 
operations

Asset recovery 
and disposal

32% Savings 
($48 per server)

$128

$111

$102

$80

2 Services 

3 Services

4-5 Services

6 Services

$19 $24 $20 $23 $19 $24

$14 $20 $19 $21 $17 $19

$14 $18 $18 $18 $17 $18

$11 $14 $14 $14 $14 $13

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022.

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022.
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 The value for us is all about our management allowing us 
to subcontract, so we can free up IT for other projects the 
business needs. That’s how IT contributes to our business 
goals because we can support more projects, and that is 
what the business requires from us. That is a very clear 
and important business benefit.”

– Survey Respondent



Supporting remote/distributed operations and collaboration

We got remote workers back to supporting clients 
faster, and productivity went up. There was at least 
an 80% uptick in productivity because it freed up 
my staff to address other general initiatives … while 
Dell was helping us with augmentation — all remote 
aspects of deployment.”

– Survey Respondent
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In its 2022 study, IDC found that remote and hybrid work models have 
increased IT’s concerns over data security. Ensuring secure remote 
access to data, applications and content (37%) and visibility into the 
performance and security of IT assets (35%) were listed among IT’s 
top challenges. 

Having a single services vendor gives IT the confidence that company, 
customer and employee data stays safe. And again, relying on one 
vendor for more services amplifies the benefits realized.

For more and more businesses, remote and distributed work models 
are an embedded part of accepted work practices. IDC concluded 
that having one service vendor helps IT navigate this new reality 
more effectively and with less cost. 

Multi-service buyers using one vendor said they have an easier time 
managing the transition to remote and hybrid work thanks to their 
ability to leverage service efficiency and a unified approach.  
49% percent of respondents said they could secure connectivity 
and manage devices regardless of employees’ physical locations.

Companies purchasing  
PC-related services from one 
vendor who said their technology 
ensures data security

said their technology enabled a 
higher degree of collaboration 
between internal and external 
teams. 

56%

6+ Services

31%

2 Services

54% of businesses
purchasing 6+services

Improved data security

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022.

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022.
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Superior business outcomes

Partnering with a single vendor helps all employees work more 
effectively and efficiently: Businesses reported a 37% increase in 
employee satisfaction and a 21% reduction in employee turnover, 
according to IDC. 

Better employee outcomes, in turn, lead to better customer outcomes. 
For example, 93% of companies that use one vendor for six or more 
services from one vendor said external IT services help them provide 
better customer service. And those positive customer experiences 
produce game-changing business results

IDC’s survey and interview analysis confirms that leveraging a trusted service partner is a 
viable, cost-effective way for businesses embracing remote and hybrid work models to drive 
IT transformation. It also shows that purchasing multiple services delivers an array of IT and 
business benefits with virtually no evidence of diminishing returns from adding more services.

17%

15%

35%

Higher customer 
satisfaction

Higher customer 
retention

Higher revenue 
growth

Source: “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” IDC Doc. 
#US48941022, April 2022.



This can give IT admins more time to focus on more strategic 
IT priorities,” the report reads. “It also means your end users 
can receive their laptops weeks sooner, provisioned to your 
organization’s specifications for day-one productivity.”

– Survey Respondent
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Your partner for end-to-end PC lifecycle services

Through Dell PC as-a-Service (PCaaS), Dell Technologies 
provides end-to-end PC lifecycle services — including 
deployment, support, cybersecurity, asset recovery and transitions 
to new devices — and addresses all end-user needs along the way. 
Better yet, it’s all included for a predictable monthly fee. 

An established leader in the Device as-a-Service market, Dell 
Technologies brings experience gained via thousands of customer 
engagements worldwide. Our comprehensive, innovative portfolio 
coupled with industry-leading PCs and peripherals helps businesses 
transform to realize the benefits of modernization.

Principled Technologies recently 
compared a traditional in-house process 
of provisioning new Dell laptops to 
a more modern way of provisioning 
directly in the factory before sending 
to the end-user.

Based on their testing, Principled 
Technologies concluded that 
Dell provisioning services:

• Save hands-on IT admin time due to
Dell provisioning the devices at the
factory before shipment.

• Significantly reduce hands-on IT
onboarding for new systems, saving
48 hours of hands-on time per 1,000
devices.

Day One productivity with 
Dell provisioning services

Copyright 2022 Principled Technologies, Inc. Based on 
“Send ready-to-work PCs to end users faster with Dell 
provisioning services for VMware Workspace ONE,” a 
Principled Technologies report, April 2022. Principled 
Technologies® is a registered trademark of Principled 
Technologies, Inc. All other product names are the 
trademarks of their respective owners.
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3
4

1

Dell PCaaS makes it easy for IT teams to deliver  
a consistent, intuitive experience to every employee

Whether on site, hybrid or remote — across all devices. 
With Dell PCaaS, you get all of the following from a single technology partner: 
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For more information, contact your 
Dell Technologies Sales Representative today.

Devices and software

Choose from our portfolio of intelligent PCs and accessories to equip 
your employees with the right devices for their roles.

Day-one productivity

Get your employees up and running faster with Dell ProDeploy Client 
Suite and Dell Factory Provisioning for rapid device deployment.

Proactive support

Detect and repair PC issues before they ever affect your employees 
with the AI capabilities of Dell ProSupport Suite.

Full lifecycle support

Proactively plan for PC end of life and make sure your organization’s 
devices are recycled in a secure, environmentally responsible way 
with Dell Asset Recovery.



Dell PCaaS makes it easy for IT teams to deliver  
a consistent, intuitive experience to every employee — 
whether on site, hybrid or remote — across all devices. 
With Dell PCaaS, you get all of the following from a single 
technology partner: 
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Your partner for end-to-end 
PC lifecycle services

Through Dell PC as-a-Service (PCaaS), Dell Technologies provides 
end-to-end PC lifecycle services — including deployment, support, 
cybersecurity, asset recovery and transitions to new devices — 
and addresses all end-user needs along the way. Better yet, it’s all 
included for a predictable monthly fee. 

An established leader in the Device as-a-Service market, Dell 
Technologies brings experience gained via thousands of customer 
engagements worldwide. Our comprehensive, innovative portfolio 
coupled with industry-leading PCs and peripherals helps businesses 
transform to realize the benefits of modernization.

For more information, visit DellTechnologies.com/PCaaS 
or contact your Dell Technologies Sales Representative today.

Devices and software 
Choose from our portfolio of intelligent 
PCs and accessories to equip your 
employees with the right devices 
for their roles.

Day-one productivity 
Get your employees up and running 
faster with Dell ProDeploy Client Suite 
and Dell Factory Provisioning for rapid 
device deployment. 

Proactive support 
Detect and repair PC issues before 
they ever affect your employees 
with the AI capabilities of Dell 
ProSupport Suite. 

Full lifecycle support 
Proactively plan for PC end of life 
and make sure your organization’s 
devices are recycled in a secure, 
environmentally responsible way 
with Dell Asset Recovery. 

Principled Technologies recently compared 
a traditional in-house process of provisioning 
new Dell laptops to a more modern way of 
provisioning directly in the factory before 
sending to the end-user.

Based on their testing, Principled 
Technologies concluded that 
Dell provisioning services:

• Save hands-on IT admin time due to Dell
provisioning the devices at the factory
before shipment.

• Significantly reduce hands-on IT
onboarding for new systems, saving 48
hours of hands-on time per 1,000 devices.

Day One productivity with 
Dell provisioning services

For more information, contact your Dell Technologies Sales Representative today.

1 IDC Custom Study commissioned by Dell Technologies, “Lower Costs and Drive Better Outcomes with a Single Vendor for Multiple IT Services,” April 2022. Download the full 

study. 2 “Future of Work Survey,” IDC, March 2021.
3 “IDC Dell Customer Survey, Understanding Value,” 2021.
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This can give IT admins more time to 
focus on more strategic IT priorities,” 
the report reads. “It also means your end 
users can receive their laptops weeks 
sooner, provisioned to your organization’s 
specifications for day-one productivity.”

– Principled Technologies




